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FADE IN 

 

INT. COFFEE SHOP - DAY 

 

CLOSE UP – over Nicole’s shoulder, an open notebook. 

 

She is writing the opening stanza. 

 

 NICOLE (Voice Over) 

 Backwards: how to walk it 

is the question. It involves paper, 

microfilm, and old stories. Names are 

Gospel, passed from lips to ears.  

Footprints stay put when written down.  

 

Nicole puts the pen down. 

 

MEDIUM SHOT – Nicole, sitting at table, from front 

 

NICOLE (CONT’D) 

Blood. How to divine it, borrow Joseph’s 

Egyptian cup to find you. Walk backwards 

through a chain of men:  

 

MONTAGE 

1. Photo of Nicole’s father 
2. Photo of Nicole’s grandfather 
3. Graphic of Question Mark with caption, “Thomas Nicholson” 
4. Graphic of Question Mark with caption, “Jefferson 

Nicholson” 

5. Picture of Thomas Jefferson by Rembrandt 
 

NICOLE (CONT’D) 

 Dad, Grandpa, Great-grandpa Thomas,  

and back to you: Jefferson, the first of our 

line in this land. Named for a president 

that you shared no blood, tongue, or coasts 

with.  

 

MEDIUM SHOT – Nicole, sitting at table, from front 

 

NICOLE (CONT’D) 

The Book of Nicholson, chapter one, verse 

one, with a hole in the parchment where ink 

should be.  

 

CLOSE UP – Nicole’s face 
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NICOLE (CONT’D) 

 I want to walk through my veins to find you.  

 

MEDIUM SHOT – Nicole, sitting at table, from front 

 

NICOLE (CONT’D) 

 I know that somewhere, there is  

 a mountain range of ash. It is made out of  

piles of powder from spent joss sticks. They 

are lying in testament to your absent 

picture: maybe it broke apart somewhere in 

North Carolina, and I will find bits of its 

celluloid scattered in the dirt  

 

GRAPHIC – Map of North Carolina, with Warren County highlighted 

 

  NICOLE (CONT’D) 

of Warren County. I don’t know  

 where your old plantation is.  

 

 

MEDIUM SHOT – Nicole, sitting at table, from front 

 

  NICOLE (CONT’D) 

Maybe I should find it, 

sneak past a guardian fence, and ask the 

trees. Maybe I should find the tree  

 

GRAPHIC – Trees 

 NICOLE (CONT’D) 

that holds your breath in its trunk, those 

buried anthologies in its rings. The bark 

can hold you, but it cannot hide you for 

long.  

 

 

MEDIUM SHOT – Nicole, sitting at table, from front 

 

 NICOLE (CONT’D) 

It will give you up to me,  

decadent and green,  

 

 

begin slow ZOOM 

 

 

 NICOLE (CONT’D) 

wearing someone else’s last name, 
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end with CLOSE UP – Nicole’s face 

 

 NICOLE (CONT’D) 

the child of ship and chains. 

 

MEDIUM SHOT – Nicole, sitting at table, from front 

 

Nicole gestures to her heart. 

 

 NICOLE (CONT’D) 

And somewhere within your renamed chest, 

there is a drumbeat heart.  

I can hear it.  

It is like my own.  

It is borrowed Congo, reassembled Gold and 

Ivory Coasts. It has a name. But I cannot 

yet divine it. Not past  

 

GRAPHIC – Picture of African Slaves 

 

 NICOLE (CONT’D) 

slavery, not past foreign tongues and 

forgotten names.  

 

MEDIUM SHOT – Nicole, sitting at table, from front 

 

 NICOLE (CONT’D) 

But I will learn how to walk backwards,  

through paper and film,  

 

CLOSE UP – Nicole, headshot 

 

 NICOLE (CONT’D) 

through blood the color of diasporas,  

stolen land, and one-drop rules. To find 

you, I will learn how to walk backwards… 

 

CLOSE UP – Nicole’s face, mostly all in frame, with little hair 

 

  NICOLE (CONT’D) 

 through myself.  

 

 

 

SOUND: Ambient noise of coffee shop) 

 

CLOSE UP - Over the shoulder 

 

Nicole shuts the notebook. 
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CLOSE UP - Nicole picks up her beverage and drinks. 

 

WIDE ANGLE SHOT – First empty space, then DISSOLVE to Raven 

appearing. The camera PANS, following her as she walks. 

 

LOW ANGLE SHOT - Raven walks into the frame and stops, looking 

at Nicole, who is off camera. 

 

MEDIUM HIGH ANGLE SHOT - Nicole looks up at Raven. 

 

LOW ANGLE SHOT - Raven is looking at Nicole. She greets Nicole, 

bowing over slightly with hands folded. Raven mouths the word 

"Namaste" as she bows. (We will see the subtitles on screen 

below the action - the actor's voices will not be heard.) 

 

MEDIUM HIGH ANGLE SHOT - Nicole is looking up at Raven. Nicole 

mouths, "Who are you?" 

 

LOW ANGLE SHOT - Raven extends her right hand out. She mouths, 

"A gift for you, my friend." 

 

CLOSE UP HIGH ANGLE SHOT - The notebook is sitting on the table. 

DISSOLVE - a copy of Novena magically appears above the 

notebook. 

 

LOW ANGLE SHOT - Raven mouths, "Enjoy." She turns and walks out 

of the frame. 

 

LOW ANGLE MEDIUM SHOT – Raven walks back to the original spot. 

 

WIDE ANGLE SHOT – Raven stands in the original spot, DISSOLVE as 

she disappears. 

 

CLOSE UP - Nicole picks up Novena and looks at it in amazement 

for a moment; then, she opens it and begins to read. 

 

CLOSE UP – cover of book: we see the book title and cover photo 

first, then PAN down to the words, "a collection of poems by 

Nicole Nicholson". 

 

MEDIUM SHOT - Nicole is reading. Roll credits over this shot. 

 

FADE OUT 


